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Abstract

This work aims at evaluating stereo matching algorithms
in a 3D object recognition scenario, wherein objects have
to be found and their 3D pose estimated efficiently and in
presence of clutter and occlusions. Unlike all other surveys
and evaluations of stereo methods, which compare accuracy
based on a dataset of disparity maps with ground-truth, this
work proposes an evaluation in terms of recognition abil-
ity which leverages on state-of-the-art approaches for 3D
object recognition. The proposed evaluation methodology
comprises a novel dataset characterized by realistic work-
ing conditions and compares state-of-the-art stereo algo-
rithms potentially suitable to 3D object recognition appli-
cations.

1. Introduction
Stereo vision is a popular technique deployed to acquire

geometrical (3D) information about the surrounding envi-
ronment, which is often deployed in robotic applications,
e.g. on board robotic platforms to help achieving the task
of autonomous navigation and/or object manipulation. The
main issue of stereo vision is still represented by stereo
matching, a very challenging task counterpart by an active
research community, with more than one hundred submit-
ted proposals on the reference benchmark website [2] in the
past decade, half of which were submitted just in the past
3 years. Given this vast literature and the huge amount of
stereo matching algorithms available, the reader is often left
with the question of which one would be the most suitable
for his own application.

To help elucidating the above dilemma, several papers
in recent literature proposed surveys and/or experimental
evaluations focused on specific aspects of the vast stereo
literature [21, 9, 11, 26, 25]. In particular, [21] proposed
a taxonomy and an experimental evaluation of the whole
class of stereo matching algorithms, classifying them into
two main categories: local and global. Successively, [9]
focused on local algorithms and presented an experimental

evaluation among methods suited to real-time implementa-
tion on a GPU. In addition, [11] presented a comparison
between different matching functions aimed at robustness
to photometric distortions and noise, while [26] proposed
a classification and evaluation of cost aggregation strate-
gies for local stereo algorithms. Recently, [25] proposed an
evaluation of efficient and low-memory stereo algorithms
(including an additional dataset wrt. those available on [2])
suited to robotic applications.

All the evaluations included in these works rely on com-
paring stereo algorithms in terms of accuracy of the re-
trieved disparity maps, i.e. given a stereo dataset and a la-
beled ground-truth disparity map, the number of wrong dis-
parities is computed to rank the algorithms: this is the case
of [21, 9, 11, 26, 25]. In addition, [9, 26, 25] also include
an evaluation of methods in terms of their computational
efficiency. Hence, all previous evaluations treat stereo as a
general purpose 3D sensing technology, none of them ad-
dressing any specific application domain. Also, all previous
evaluation works (except for [25]) were performed on the
Middlebury datasets [2], which include images acquired un-
der particularly good illumination conditions and by means
of high-quality camera devices: this results in a particularly
high image quality. This may easily not be the case in rel-
evant application scenarios, e.g. mobile robotics, and it has
been shown in [25] that the behavior of stereo algorithms
tends to change significantly when practical nuisances and,
in general, less ideal working conditions are accounted for.

In this work we propose a stereo matching algorithms
evaluation focused on the specific field of 3D object recog-
nition, a computer vision task aimed at detecting the pres-
ence and estimating the 3D pose of given objects, repre-
sented in the form of 3D models, from 3D data. More
specifically, the main goal of this work is to determine
which stereo algorithms deliver the best performance in the
task of performing automatic 3D object recognition with
clutter and occlusions under real working conditions. More-
over, another aspect that this work aims at investigating is
whether the classical stereo evaluation based on accuracy
of disparity maps and standard datasets allows for reliably
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predicting the performance of the algorithms in the specific
task of 3D object recognition in practical working condi-
tions.

Therefore, unlike previous works, the considered stereo
methods will not be ranked based on accuracy of dispar-
ity maps, but instead directly on 3D object recognition per-
formance measured within a common state-of-the-art algo-
rithmic framework. The evaluated methods have been se-
lected among a pool of algorithms so as to span the main ap-
proaches for stereo matching, according to the established
taxonomy proposed in [21]. All considered methods are
state-of-the-art and computationally efficient, given the typ-
ical near real-time requirements of 3D object recognition
applications, e.g. in the field of robotics. Therefore, meth-
ods requiring tens of seconds to several minutes to compute
a single disparity map are not taken into consideration for
the scope of this work. The pool of evaluated algorithms is
presented in Section 2. Moreover, the evaluation is carried
out on a novel, realistic dataset including typical nuisances
of real application scenarios, such as uncontrolled ambient
light, photometric distortions and artifacts, small defocus in
the lenses, non-perfect rectification. The dataset, as well as
the overall evaluation methodology, is described in Section
3.

Table 1. Summary of the evaluated stereo algorithms
Method Acronym

Fixed Window FW
ELAS [8] ELAS

Fast Aggreg. [27] FA
SemiGlobal [10] SG

2-pass Scanline Opt. [13] 2SO
Dynamic Programming [21] DP

Efficient BP [6] EBP
Adaptive Cost DP [29] ACDP

2. Stereo Algorithms
As pointed out in [21], stereo matching algorithms can

be divided into local and global. Methods belonging to the
former category are generally more efficient than those of
the latter.

Arguably, the most popular stereo matching algorithm is
the Fixed Window (FW) or Block-based method. This ap-
proach assigns a disparity to a point of the reference image
simply based on the similarity scores computed on a set of
squared windows of fixed size centered at the candidates
identified by the disparity range. By exploiting efficient
computational schemes (i.e. Box Filtering [18], Summed
Area Tables [4]) and/or by means of parallel processing,
typically based on the SIMD instructions available nowa-
days in most general-purpose CPUs, implementations of
this method can run in real-time, such as e.g. the stereo al-

gorithm included in the OpenCV library [1]. Nevertheless,
due to its inherent simplicity, this baseline algorithm can not
deal satisfactorily with common issues such as low-textured
areas, depth discontinuities, occluded areas.

State-of-the-art local methods are generally based on a
variable support approach [26], which allows for adaptively
aggregating supporting pixels based on the characteristics
of the local neighborhood instead of employing a fixed,
squared window, as it the case of the FW algorithm. Sev-
eral recent variable support-based methods can yield no-
tably accurate disparity maps, but, unfortunately, tends to
be quite slow (eg. several minutes for small sized images)
[31]. Currently, the main research trend in variable support
local methods deals with finding the best trade-off between
accuracy and efficiency. In our evaluation we have consid-
ered a method based on the deployment of color segmen-
tation to adapt the size of the support that attains a good
accuracy-efficiency trade-off [27]. In addition, we have in-
cluded a very recent efficient algorithm designed for large-
scale stereo, presented in [8], that builds a prior over the dis-
parity space by means of reliable correspondences (support
points): this prior is then deployed to improve the accuracy
of the stereo matching stage.

For what concerns the category of global methods, most
approaches rely on formulations based on a global energy
term that includes a smoothness constraint for better han-
dling low-textured areas. Typical algorithms employed
to determine approximate minima of the energy term are
Graph Cuts [15] and Belief Propagation [14]. Although
some research efforts [6, 33, 30] have recently made to im-
prove the efficiency of global methods, they are still unable
to achieve real-time performance, unless particular, hard-
ware dependent accelerations are enforced (such as, e.g.,
GPU processing). In our approach we have included the
method proposed in [6], which is a very popular global
stereo method with publicly available source code wherein
several optimizations , most notably a pyramidal approach,
are exploited to significantly improve the efficiency of the
algorithm.

Stereo matching approaches based on Scanline Opti-
mization (SO) and Dynamic Programming (DP) trade ac-
curacy for efficiency by minimizing a global energy term
over image scanlines. More advanced schemes based on DP
and SO have been proposed [17, 10], so as to deploy several
scanlines simultaneously and build up a cost function which
is more “global” (trying to fetch information from different
areas of the image). In our evaluation we have included
the standard DP algorithm [21] as well the SemiGlobal al-
gorithm proposed in [10]. In addition, we have considered
a two-pass SO algorithm similar to that proposed in [13],
which is based on the minimization of an aggregated cost
computed by applying SO on two scanlines, one horizon-
tal from left to right, and the other one horizontal again but
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the evaluation methodology.

from right to left.
An additional set of methods is represented by those de-

ploying an adaptive support to compute a local aggregation
cost in conjunction with a global approach embedding a
smoothness constraint to improve the local cost [32, 13, 29].
We have included in our evaluation the efficient method pro-
posed in [29] which relies, in the local aggregation step,
on a simplification of method proposed in [31] consisting
in computing the cost over vertical columns only [29], and
then on deploying DP for the purpose of energy minimiza-
tion.

A summary of the methods included in our compari-
son, together with the respective acronym that will be used
throughout the paper, is presented in Table 1.

3. Evaluation framework
3.1. 3D Pipeline

The proposed evaluation relies on a typical 3D pipeline
for object recognition based on 3D feature matching, which
is sketched in Fig. 1. Feature matching is a common ap-
proach for object recognition that has been particularly suc-
cessful in the past years and has been used for both 3D point
clouds [12, 28, 19, 20, 35] as well as images [16, 3]. First
of all, a 3D mesh of each model and the scene is attained
by means of a 3D processing technique. In our case, the
considered stereo matching algorithm computes a dispar-
ity map of the current scene from a pair of rectified stereo
images. As for the models, instead, their disparity map is
attained by the Spacetime Stereo (STS) technique [5, 34]
followed by the 3D processing pipeline described in [24],
which provides for highly accurate disparity maps. This is
done to re-create a scenario wherein the characteristics of
the 3D data related to the models are different from those of
the scene due to different acquisition sensors being used. In

such a scenario, the models can typically be reconstructed
much more accurately than the scene, as models can be ac-
quired off-line.

Then, from each disparity map a 3D mesh can be quickly
obtained [24]. Successively, a detector extracts a set of 3D
features, which represents 3D points generally character-
ized by distinctiveness and repeatability. Each of these fea-
tures is then described by means of a 3D descriptor [12, 28],
i.e. a vector is computed that encodes some geometrical
characteristics of the neighborhood of the 3D point. As this
is done for both the model and for the scene, model features
can then be matched to scene features based on descriptors,
with the best matching feature pairs yielding feature corre-
spondences. Finally, these correspondences are passed to
a geometric validation algorithm [12, 23, 20], which aims
at filtering out outliers by enforcing a consensus generally
based on geometrical constraints.

As far as the specific techniques employed in this work
are concerned, first 3D features are randomly sampled from
the 3D mesh as done in [12]. Then, a state-of-art descriptor,
namely SHOT [28], is deployed to yield a description of
each 3D feature. Finally, the Hough-based object geometric
validation algorithm proposed in [23] is used to determine
the presence of a model in a scene.

3.2. Dataset

The proposed evaluation requires a dataset with specific
characteristics: we need stereo-pairs of models and scenes
acquired under realistic conditions as well as the ground-
truth concerning the 3D position of each model in the scene.
At the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available
dataset with the required characteristics, thus we acquired
such a dataset in our lab specifically for this evaluation. The
dataset includes 4 models (referred to as Dino, Mario, Rab-
bit, Bust and shown in Figure 2, top) and 55 scenes, divided
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Figure 2. Top: the 4 models used to create the scenes. Bottom: 4 selected scenes belonging to the dataset.

into two subsets: a Test dataset, made out of 27 scenes, and
a Tuning dataset, comprising 28 scenes and used for param-
eters tuning (see next). Overall, the Test dataset includes a
total of 63 object recognition experiments (27 positives, 36
negatives). Figure 2, bottom shows the reference (i.e. left)
stereo image concerning 4 scenes belonging to the dataset
and characterized by different occlusion levels.

As mentioned previously, model data are different (i.e.
more accurate) than scene data, for each model has been
acquired through a stereo sequence of 100 frames with a
variable random pattern projected on each frame, so as to
reconstruct it by means of the Spacetime Stereo (STS) tech-
nique [5, 34] and the 3D acquisition pipeline described in
[24]. Differently, each scene is represented only by a stereo
pair, and will be processed by each of the evaluated stereo
matching algorithms. In each scene, one or more models
appear at different levels of occlusion and within clutter.
Occlusions are created by means of other objects and cover
several levels of moderate occlusion (ranging from 5% to
50%).

To give an idea of the challenge represented by the pro-
posed dataset, as well as to compare qualitatively the output
of the stereo algorithms on a typical scene of the dataset,
Figure 3 shows the range maps yielded by each of the evalu-
ated algorithm on one scene of the dataset. Also, on top, the
Figure shows the reference intensity image and the range
map obtained using the STS technique. It is quite clear that
global algorithms have better performance in terms of accu-
racy over the local ones. Also, the STS map is notably more
accurate than those attainable by stereo algorithms.

3.3. Implementation

As for EBP and ELAS, we have used the publicly avail-
able code provided by the authors of the original papers. We
have instead deployed our own implementations of methods

FW, FA, SG, SO, DP, ACDP. To the best of our knowledge,
no evaluated algorithms employs any kind of optimization
such as e.g. SIMD instructions: this allows for a fair com-
parison also in terms of computational efficiency. Given
the real-world acquisition conditions for the dataset, a pre-
processing stage is applied to images. This stage relies on
the subtraction to each pixel of both the left and right images
of the mean value computed over a small, squared window
centered at the pixel.

Since also a post-processing stage is commonly de-
ployed when working with stereo images, we will evaluate
the performance of the algorithms with a simple cascade of
post-processing filters composed of three stages. The first
is the Left-Right Consistency check [7], a simple filter that
eliminates non-consistent disparities between the two stereo
views and requires the computation of both the left and the
right disparity maps. The other two post-processing stages
are, in order, a median filter, to remove disparity outliers,
and an adaptive mean (i.e. bilateral) filter [22] applied to
the disparity map, so as to smooth out the object surface
while preserving depth borders.

3.4. Evaluation metrics

Each object recognition experiment can be seen as a bi-
nary classification test, where the presence of a model in
a scene has to be classified either as positive or negative.
When the model is present in the current scene, a true pos-
itive is scored if the algorithm detects its presence and the
alignment error between the model and its instance in the
current scene (computed according to the available ground-
truth) is below a pre-determined threshold (in our experi-
ments it was set to 5 times the average mesh resolution of
the dataset). A false positive is scored if the alignment er-
ror is higher than the threshold or if the model is detected
in a scene where it is actually absent. Hence, it is possible
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Reference image (left) Spacetime Stereo

Figure 3. Range maps yielded by the evaluated algorithms (see Table 1) compared to that achievable by STS (Top right). Top left: the
reference intensity image.

to evaluate the performance of the algorithms in terms of
Precision-Recall curves, spanning over the threshold used
to detect the presence of an object over the final set of geo-
metrically validated correspondences.

3.5. Parameter selection

Since the proposed pipeline includes several stages, each
characterized by a certain number of parameters, we have
performed an accurate parameter selection, as outlined in
the following.

As for stereo algorithms, we have experimented two dif-
ferent tuning strategies, which will lead to two different ex-
periments in the next Section (Exp. A and Exp. B). The
first strategy (Exp. A) relies on choosing the parameter val-
ues that directly maximize the recognition capabilities over
the Tuning dataset, i.e. in terms of Precision-Recall curves.
Additionally, we were interested in comparing the perfor-
mance of the algorithms with those yielded by means of a
different, more “standard” tuning approach, that is, choos-
ing the parameter values in order to maximize the accuracy
provided by the stereo algorithms over a dataset of disparity
maps (Exp. B). It is worth pointing pout that the latter tun-

ing approach is usually deployed to select the parameters of
stereo algorithms by the research community (e.g. see the
Middlebury website [2]), but also within some application
scenarios. Hence, we selected this different set of parame-
ters by tuning them on the realistic stereo dataset proposed
in [25] (more details about the error measure and the dataset
can be found in [25]). As it will be shown in the experimen-
tal section, the dependence of the behavior of the algorithms
on the tuning strategies is relevant.

Since the remaining stages of the pipeline (feature detec-
tion, description, matching and validation) other than stereo
matching are in common to all stereo algorithms, we per-
formed a single parameter tuning stage for these stages sep-
arated from that provided for stereo algorithms, so not to be
influenced by the characteristics of some particular stereo
algorithm. Specifically, we tuned the parameters of the
SHOT feature descriptor and of the Hough-based geomet-
ric validation algorithm over a tuning dataset composed of
the same 4 models used in the testing set but of 26 differ-
ent tuning scenes, by selecting the parameters yielding the
best performance in terms of Precision-Recall curves. To
render this tuning stage completely independent from the
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Figure 4. Results in terms of accuracy (left) and efficiency (MDS, right) of the evaluated algorithms on the stereo dataset proposed in [25].

stereo matching algorithm used in our evaluation, each dis-
parity map of the models and scenes used for the evaluation
was obtained by means of the STS technique [5, 34] and the
3D acquisition pipeline described in [24].

4. Experimental results

This section discusses the experimental results yielded
by our evaluation. Results are divided into two different ob-
ject recognition experiments, each relative to one of the two
tuning procedures described in Subsection 3.5. In particu-
lar, the first Experiment (Exp. A) refers to the tuning based
on maximizing recognition capabilities, while the second
one (Exp. B) refers to the tuning based on maximization of
accuracy on disparity maps. A first outcome of the latter
tuning procedure is shown in Figure 4, which reports the
best (over parameter values variations) disparity map ac-
curacy achieved by each algorithm. In addition, the Figure
shows the efficiency of each algorithm measured in millions
of disparities per second (MDS). As expected, global algo-
rithms yield highest accuracy. In particular SG turns out to
be the best algorithm with a 85% of accuracy, closely fol-
lowed by EBP and 2SO, while FW reaches 60% accuracy
only . ELAS is found to be really efficient, although it does
not reach the same accuracy as global algorithms. Overall,
these results are consistent with what should be found in a
classic evaluation based on disparity maps quality.

Figure 5 shows the results of both Experiment A and Ex-
periment B conducted on the Test dataset. Here all the em-
ployed stereo matching algorithms are compared in terms of
Precision-Recall curves. As for Exp. A, it can be seen that,
overall, the algorithms do not reach particularly high per-
formance, as for any Precision value no algorithm reaches
more than 0.52 in Recall. This occurred despite the fact that
occlusions were limited to a maximum of 50% per model
in each scene, proving that 3D object recognition is a very

difficult task when near real-time stereo matching is used
to acquire the 3D scene. In both experiments the best per-
formance is achieved by SG, confirming the good accuracy
already achieved in the retrieved disparity maps (see Fig.4).
However, other algorithms with similar scores in terms of
disparity map accuracy, namely EBP and 2SO, yielded a
poor performance in terms of Precision-Recall curves de-
spite the good results in Fig.4. After a careful analysis, we
observed that this effect is due to the regularization criteria
included in these algorithms, which tends to award smooth
background surfaces, with this sometimes distorting the re-
constructed shapes of foreground objects in a way that dete-
riorates the distinctiveness of the local features upon which
the adopted 3D object recognition pipeline relies. For the
same reason, DP and ACDP also do not yield good per-
formance, their recognition capabilities being lower than
that of the FW algorithm. Finally, local algorithms such as
ELAS and FA provide for interestingly good performance,
ranking just after SG, with ELAS being the overall best per-
former at high Precision values while FA performing no-
tably better at lower Precision values.

Furthermore, comparing the two experiments, we can
see that Exp. A curves indicate a significant improvement
over Exp. B ones, with all algorithms performing better in
Exp. A and this being more evident for FW, DP, ACDP and
FA. As for DP and ACDP, the disparity-based tuning pro-
cess tend to enforce an high degree of smoothness on the re-
constructed surface that render local features poorly distinc-
tive, at the point that is turns out impossible to perform any
recognition. This aspect is better highlighted in Figure 6,
which presents the comparison between the results coming
from the two tuning strategies for each stereo matching al-
gorithm. These results suggest that the classic disparity-
based tuning procedure is not suitable for a 3D object recog-
nition framework relying on local features. In fact, given the
structure of currently available stereo dataset, such a tuning
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Figure 5. Precision-Recall reported by the evaluated algorithms on the two experiments (Exp. A and B).
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Figure 6. Difference in performance of the evaluated algorithms using as tuning criterion the maximization of the recognition capabilities
(Exp. A) and the minimization of the disparity error (Exp. B).

approach because tends to privilege the smoothness of re-
constructed surfaces, which is good to improve the global
accuracy of disparity maps but tends to wash out the differ-
ences among local shape features, often making them not
enough distinctive to allow for successful object recogni-
tion.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have proposed a comparison between near real-time
stereo matching algorithms specifically focused on 3D ob-

ject recognition. To this purpose, we have assessed the per-
formance of several state-of-the-art stereo methods repre-
sentative of different approaches within a realistic scenario.
Thanks to the comparison between two different parameters
tuning strategies, i.e. the standard one and an application-
specific one, it turned out that only a subset of the best per-
forming algorithms in terms of disparity map accuracy are
actually suitable to perform stereo-based object recognition,
which still remains a very challenging task. Since this work
has taken into account only approaches based on local fea-
tures and regional descriptors, future work is represented
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by the extension of the comparison to the case of 3D object
recognition based on global methods. Also, the ideas at the
base of our work can be deployed to evaluate stereo algo-
rithms with a focus on other relevant applications such as
point clouds registration for 3D reconstruction and SLAM.
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